
AST MONTH saw the launch of the Racing

League, a new team competition in which 12

teams made up of 2-4 trainers, 3 jockeys, 30

horses and a Racing Manager will compete

over 36 handicap races spread over 6 Thursday

evenings for prize-money in the region of £2m.

Some readers may recall that I used this column to

examine the original proposition when it was put forward by

‘Championship Horse Racing’ some years ago.

I offered limited support for the idea, welcoming the

intention to seek to access new revenue streams for racing

from sources not traditionally associated with the sport,

together with CHR’s stated desire to ‘move away from

racing’s perceived dependency on gambling’.

However, I questioned many of the ideas behind the

project, both from a theoretical and pragmatic perspective.

In that the Racing League has come to fruition, those behind

the competition deserve praise for their perseverance, but if

you compare the original aspirations to the reality of the

Racing League launched at Gosforth Park on July 29, it’s

fair to say that the new competition is a pale shadow of what

it was intended to become.

The original concept drew its inspiration from the

Formula 1 Championship. Crucially, it envisaged attracting

major worldwide brands to sponsor 12 teams; 8 meetings

were planned, with cards sporting 6 handicaps each boasting

prize-money of £100k per race (totalling £4.8m in all).

Those meetings, from July to September, we were told,

would be televised by ITV Racing. There were to be two

championships – one for the racing teams, and one for the

jockeys, and, as I have already said, there was an aspiration

to play down the aspect of gambling. Points were to be

earned by the teams in a scoring system based on the

Formula 1 model. Each team would have four jockeys, one

of whom would be female.

IMPLY looking at the numbers, the Racing League

as launched doesn’t measure up to those aspirations.

There are only 6 meetings, and race values of

£50,000 drop the total prize pot to around £2m when the

prizes for winning the championships are added. There is

also no requirement for each team to have a female jockey

on their roster.

The aspiration to have the series screened on a terrestrial

channel has failed to materialise, and the attempt to

downplay gambling has simply crashed and burned – the

‘title partner’ of the series is William Hill and all of the six

races at the launch meeting bore the words ‘William Hill’ as

the first two words in the names of the races. One of the

teams taking part in the competition is ODDSBible. By the

way, the title partners must have been thrilled with the way

those first six races worked out, with the winners’ odds

being 15/2, 7/1, 5/1, 13/8F, 28/1 and 20/1 respectively. With

respect, it’s impossible to square this reality with the

statement on the website championshiphorseracing.com:

‘We will distance this incredible sport from the public

perception that it is a complicated, elitist recreation

inextricably linked to gambling.’

Incidentally, what is wrong with something being

‘complicated’? Is this a nod to the race to the bottom

intellectually which has marked British life and politics in

recent years?

‘But what about the prize-money?’ supporters of the

Racing League will scream. Surely it can’t be right to knock

an innovation which will see an additional £2m put into the

pockets of horsemen in these trying times?

ELL, let’s see how things work out. I imagine

that when the original concept was devised, the

idea was that those ‘major international brands’

(which to my mind suggested names like Rolex, Apple, and

Longines) would be persuaded to part with sufficient funds

to acquire teams and to embrace the competitive aspect of

the series as part of their marketing and brand-awareness

policies. 

I have it on good authority from one business invited to

‘buy’ a team at an early stage that the price quoted times the

number of teams would have represented a significant

premium on the prize pot. When you see what ‘brands’ have

been attracted, it’s hard to imagine just what level of

sponsorship has been required; with no disrespect to

Remulate, a financial services business based in Watford, or

Swish, the cocktail company, they are unlikely to be

regarded by many as ‘major international brands’. And what

are we to make of ‘Team Ireland’? Has the Irish

Government, fuelled by the success of their horses at

Cheltenham, decided to invest in a further plundering of

British prize-money or are there simply some high-worth

individuals who are content to shelter under that umbrella?

It seems like no-one outside the Racing League is quite

sure as to the source of the prize-money for the series,

though there is no contribution from the Levy Board and no

entry fees are payable by the owners of the horses. I am

assured that the BHA will have required cast iron financial

guarantees before allowing the present series to go ahead,

but it is fascinating to know whether those behind the

Racing League are having to underwrite the prize-money,

and, if so, to what extent?

I also detect a slight move away from Formula 1 being

cited as the inspiration for the Racing League in favour of

football. In a Q & A with Jeremy Wray, CEO of the Racing

League on their own website, Wray describes being in a

sports bar and watching twin screens, one showing football

and the other racing from Brighton. Comparing the two, it

struck him that the team element of the football was the

reason so many people were watching it, and not the racing.

HE Sky coverage of the first meeting was odd;

presenters Alex Hammond and Josh Apiafi were

dripping with enthusiasm, but for the life of me I

couldn’t understand why David ‘Bumble’ Lloyd was

deployed. Having read online of young, thrusting Racing

League sponsors who were ‘positively disrupting their

respective industries’, it seemed odd to recruit the services

of a man who was playing county cricket for Lancashire

when I was at school....and I’m no spring chicken!

Off the Bridle
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